
CRAFTed 2017/18  
Application Form for Teachers

SCHOOL NAME NUMBER

SCHOOL ADDRESS EMAIL

NOMINATED TEACHER CLASS & AGE RANGE

PRINCIPAL NAME
TOTAL NO. OF PUPILS 
(Max. 30)

YOUR LOCAL EDCATION CENTRE

Please outline why you believe that your school will benefit from being involved in CRAFTed. 
50 words max.



Outline how you will formally share the learning 
outcomes from the CRAFTed project with other teachers 
in your school.  
50 words max.

Please tick that you 
received and read:

CRAFTed 
information pack
Link to the 
CRAFTed website

PROJECT CONDITIONS  
Participating schools are required to: 

1. Provide a dedicated teacher for the project, who will:
- Undertake a partnership approach to the project, where craftsperson and teacher have shared responsibility
for its planning and delivery
- Be present at all times during the craftsperson residency (10 hours)
- Commit to a collaborative planning evening at your local education centre.
- Commit to one Looking and Responding session at your local education centre (Dates to be selected)
- Complete a project evaluation report along with the craftsperson (template supplied)
2. Contribute €250 to the overall cost of the CRAFTed programme.
3. The school agrees to provide appropriate art and craft materials. This will be discussed at the collaborative
planning evening and will have a maximum cost of €200. The craftsperson selected will advise on material
requirements and the school will approve approximate costs before the project starts.
4. The school agrees to secure any necessary permission in relation to children being photographed.
Photographs will be used for documentation and evaluation purposes only unless otherwise requested by the
craftsperson or the Design & Crafts Council of Ireland (DCCoI).
5. Identify a class to participate (max. 30 pupils)
6. Provide insurance cover for the craftsperson while on school premises
7. Make children’s work available to the DCCoI for promotional purposes for a defined period, if requested.
8. DCCoI and specific Education Centre must be credited on any promotional material that may be used in
connection with the CRAFTed programme.

I have read, understand and agree to the above project conditions

DECLARATION 

We wish to apply for CRAFTed 2018. We accept the project conditions outlined in part B. We understand that 
the nominated teacher must attend the collaborative planning meeting and the ‘Looking and Responding’ 
evening. 
SIGNED 
School Principal

SIGNED  
Nominated Teacher
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